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What is IP Inclusive?

• A banner under which UK-based IP professionals 
can work together for a common cause:

• …to improve equality, diversity, inclusivity and 
wellbeing in their sector

• Powered by volunteers



Who is IP Inclusive?

• All types of UK-based IP professionals, whatever 
their role or career level
• eg patent and trade mark attorneys; IP solicitors and 

barristers; IPO staff; CIPA staff; IP secretaries and 
paralegals; licensing and tech transfer executives; 
searchers; IP specialist recruiters; any other 
professionals working in the UK’s IP sector



Who is IP Inclusive?

• Many different IP sector organisations are involved
• eg the IPO, CIPA*, CITMA*, FICPI-UK*, IP Federation*, 

IPReg, the Law Society’s IP Law Committee, the IP Bar 
Association, IPLA, AIPPI, LES-B&I, IPAN…

• *(Founding organisation)



Our mission

To promote and improve equality, diversity 
and inclusion [and wellbeing] throughout 
the UK’s IP professions



Why?

We believe that there is value, not only to the 
professions and their individual members, but also 
to the IP system as a whole and its users, in 
ensuring that the IP professionals of the future 
encourage, embrace and sustain a more diverse 
workforce.



What does IP Inclusive do?

• Four main workstreams:
• Outreach 
• Best practice Charter
• Training and awareness-raising
• Support

• Plus, increasingly:
• Mental health and wellbeing



Outreach 
(Careers in Ideas)

• Raising awareness of IP-related careers
• Diversifying the pool that the IP 

professions recruit from
• More from Chris soon…



Our EDI Charter

• Equality, diversity and inclusion Charter

• Voluntary scheme to encourage best practices

• 150 signatories so far
• Including in-house departments, private practice 

firms, large law firms, IP sector recruiters, 
membership bodies, the IPO, IPReg… 

• Simple to sign up; no charge

• Self-certification





Our EDI Charter

• Charter signatories allowed to use our logo

• Regional networks for signatories in the Midlands, 
the North of England, Scotland and the South West 



Training & awareness-raising

• Events

• Resources
• Eg guidance, template documents, 

presentations, event recordings, links to external 
sources

• A lot provided by the “communities”, to help their 
allies

• IPReg recognise the CPD value of IP Inclusive events



Support: our communities

• Six networking and support “communities”
• More from Darren shortly…



Mental 
health and 
wellbeing

• We work closely with the 
charities Jonathan’s Voice and 
LawCare

• Events, resources, blog posts

• Website page: 
https://ipinclusive.org.uk/me
ntal-health-and-wellbeing/

• Support network for mental 
health “first aiders”



How is IP Inclusive managed?

• New structure for 2021:
• IP Inclusive Management (IPIM)
• Advisory board
• Lead Executive Officer

• Volunteers



How is IP Inclusive managed?

• IP Inclusive Management (IPIM)
• A small, unincorporated association
• Owns the assets and liabilities
• Oversees all work done under the IP Inclusive banner
• Ensures (“light-touch”) governance
• (Now) independent of the founding organisations



How is IP Inclusive managed?

• Advisory board
• Volunteer members from within and outside the IP 

sector provide a broad range of perspectives

• Lead Executive Officer
• Day-to-day leadership and management
• Overseen and supported by IPIM
• The only paid role in IP Inclusive



How is it funded?

• Funded by donations and sponsorship
• The “Wikipedia” model:

• No paywall; events and resources free at the point of 
delivery

• Run on a not-for-profit basis
• Everyone gives what they can, when they can
• Intended to improve inclusivity and engagement, and 

incentivise sector-wide improvements



Why does it work?

• It’s for all IP professionals

• So, getting involved is good for building your 
professional and personal networks

• - also good for business development and 
referrals



Why does it work?

• It’s inclusive and accessible; anyone can get 
involved, regardless of background

• Including allies

• D&I brings people together despite the usual 
professional and commercial boundaries 

• That leads to a very powerful sense of community, 
ownership and engagement



Why does it work?

• It’s a really special blend of the pan-professional and 
the sector-specific

• It embraces all types of IP professional: they have 
shared values, a shared legal framework, a shared 
client base, and therefore closely linked futures

• By working together we can provide resources for a 
small, niche sector that might not otherwise have 
access



Why does it work?

• “Pan-professional” means that different IP-
related professions can learn from one another’s 
experiences and achievements

• “Sector-specific” means that the learning is 
relevant and focused

• Synergy! 



Why does it work?

• It strengthens relationships 

• For example with other bodies that are also keen 
on D&I:

• Regulators
• IP offices
• Recruitment sources such as universities

• That improves sector-wide understanding and 
influence



Why does it work?

• It’s volunteer-driven

• People in the UK understand this; it’s how a lot of our 
infrastructure works

• The informal, low stakes atmosphere allows everyone, 
at every level, to feel able to get involved 

• Allows us to do a great deal, with very few resources



How to find out more

• www.ipinclusive.org.uk
• www.careersinideas.org.uk 

• contactipinclusive@gmail.com

• @IPInclusive
• @bameipinclusive
• @IP_Ability
• @ip_out
• @WomeninIPI
• @CareersInIdeas



Thank you for 
listening!

diversity and inclusion in IPWorking for


